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CIVIL DEFENSE BELIEF PATTERNS

PREFACE

WHAT THIS SERIES OF REPORTS IS ABOUT

This series of reports deals with distinctive patterns of belief about
fallout shelters and radiation, peace and defense, with the trusting of sources,
with people's interests in various kinds of civil defense topics, and with changes
in these various patterns over time.

We have taken one of two major approaches to psychological analysis. Some
workers study traits, how much of a particular characteristic do how many people
have. Instead, we have used type psychology, the parsimonious description of
perso;.L in terms of major patterns of belief. Readers interested in type
methodology should rea William Stephenson's The Study of Behavior.

Rokeach, in the Open and Closed Mind, suggests a model of beliefs which
might best be described in concentric rings. At the core, we have beliefs
so fundamental that their destruction would disintegrate the self. Then we
have beliefs and disbeliefs in authorities. Then we have beliefs and dis-
beliefs in the ideas that these authorities express. Some of us are more
rigid and dogmatic than others in defending our belief systems, including our
beliefs in authorities.

During December., 1961, in each of five cities -- Boston, Lansing, Minneapolis,
Oklahoma City, and Santa Monica-- we interviewed about 30 persons, 149 al-
together. We chose them on the basis of their responses to a telephone survey
directed by Dr. David K. Berlo. We maximized differences among persons in
terms ,f their estimates of the likelihood and nearness of war, the chances it
might effect them and possibilities of protecting themselves. Ours is a
purposive sample of persons, not a random or representative sample.

In these interviews, we collected information about the belief patterns
of people In three areas: fallout shelters and radiation, trust and distrust
accorded people who might say something about them, and general orientations
toward peace and defense which butress these beliefs.

To accomplish this, we used Stephenson's Q methodology. A brief summary
of the major steps in a Q study will be found at the end of this ?reface. Also,
a separate report entitled Technical Summag is available summarizing in detail
the various procedures used ii collecting, processing, and analyzing the data.

In May, 1962, we sent all 149 persons who were interviewed in December a
copy of the Government's pamphlet entitled "Fallout Protection."

One month later, in June, 1962, we re-interviewed all we could reach
of the persons who had participateec, in the December phase of the study. In
all, 105 of the original 149 were rc-interviewed. Again, we collected in-
formation on patterns of fallout shelter and radiation beliefs and peace and
defense beliefs. In addition, we investigated a new area--people's interest
in various kinds of civil defense topics, ones that might appear in print. We
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also asked the people about exposure to civil defense information, how the world
situation was changing, "Fallout Protection" bulletin r. dership, use of the mass
media and other things of a demographic or biographic nature such as age, educa-
tion, income, etc.

Our purpose in re-interviewing was to get at various aspects of change
and stability in the predominant belief patterns associated with fallout shelters
and radiation and peace and defense over a six month period.

Our prime interest was in the relationship of such changes to exposure tQ
information about civil defense, readership of the "Fallout -otection"
bulletin, perceptions of changing world conditions, media use and other char-
acteristics of the respondents.

In this series, Civil Defense Belief Patterns, there are included seven
reports on the substantative findings of this program oi research. They are:

Fallout Shelters and Radiation
Description and tabular summary of the four major types of persons on
the basis of their patterns of belief about fallout shelters and
radiation.

Source Gredibility
Description and tabular summary of the five major types of persons on
the basis of their patterns of trust and distrust accorded sources of
information about fallout sheli-rs and radiation.

Topic Appeals
Description and tabular sumary of the five major types of persons on
the basis of their patterns of interest in civil defense information
topics.

Peace and Defense
Description and tabular summary of the five major types of persons on
the basis of their patterns of belief about peace and defense.

Change in Belief
Description and tabular summary of the changes in major types of
belief patterns about fallout shelters and radiation and peace and
defense. Includes a summary of the relationships between belief
pattern changes and various indices including civil defense infor-
mation and media exposure, "Fallout Protection" bulletin readership,
and general demographic characteristics.

Summary
General and overall summary of the program of research oh civil
defense belief patterns.

Technical Summary
Detailed summary of the various procedures used in collecting, pro-
ceasing and analyzing the data. This report primarily intended for
the reader with a more technical bent who is either interested in the
specific technical procedures we used or is interested in conducting
a similar program of research.
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Major Steps in Q Analysis

1. Respondents are asked to sort a deck of cards which have items
pi* nted on them into a specific number of ranked piles according
to a modified normal distribution. ;'he sorting is done on the
basis of some criterion, e.g., belief-disbelief, agree-disagree,
etc.

2. A matrix of intercorrelations is formed by correlating every
person's sort of items with every other person's sort of items.

3. This matrix of intercorrelations is submitted to factor analysis
so that persons are variables and items are observations. A
principal axis solution is obtained. This is submitted to a
varimax rotation which produces orthogonal factors. On this
basis, a factor represents a grouping of persons around a
common pattern of sorting 'he items. Hence, a factor represents
a type of person.

4. Each pattern of sorting the items associated with each factor
or type of person is estimated. This is done by weighting each
item response of each of the persons most highly associated with
a given factor by the degree to which they are loaded on that
factor. The higher a person's 'oading on the factor, the greater
is the weight. These weighted responses are summed across each
item separately. This produces an item array of weighted responses
for each factor in the rotated factor analysis solution selected.
The arrays of weighted responses are then converted to z-scores.

5. The arrays of item z-scores are ordered from most accepted to
most rejected for each factor. This provides a hierarchy of
item acceptance for each factor or type of persons.

6. The arrays of items z-scores for each factor are compared by
subtraction for each pair of factors. This produces arrays of
difference scores for each pair of factors. This provides the
basis for differentiating one factor or type of persons from
another.



CHANGE IN BELIEFS
B. Overall Patterns of Change

In previous reports in this series, belief patterns about fallout shelters
and radiation and peace and defense have been examined. The data for the
previous analysis were gathered in December 1961 in five U.S. cities. Six
months later these belief patterns were re-examined on 105 of the original
149 respondents.

This report will deal with an analysis of changes in belief patterns
between December 1961 and June 1962 taking into account all the people for
which we have the two sets of data.

Our first report on changes dealt with an analysis of changes for only
those people who changed the most in thc six-month period.

S- Th4 report contains five major parts with an accompanying appendix for
each part:

it) Changes in the Rankings of the rallout Shelter Statements
and Their Relationshi, to the Demographic and General
Information Exposure Indices-

H(,ICorrelates of Stability of individual Belief Patterns,

JIP'o;Changes in the Belief Patterns of the Your Fallout Shelter
and Radiation Types;

OY4 Changes in ielief Patterns of the five Peace and Defense Types,

Y.( /Booklet Readership.

VI. Summary

The people for this analysis were selected on the basis of their responses
to a telephone survey conducted by Dr. David K. Berlo. We maximizod differences
among persons in terms of their estimates of the likelihood and nearness of
war, the chances it might affect them and possibilities of protecting themelf.
As such, ours is a purposive sample of persons, not a random or representative
sample. Hence, the data reported are intended to be representative of Ml
the people we interviewed and not of all the people of the United States or
any other large sub-group. The intent of this report is primarily a description
of the largest changes which occurred among the people we interviewed twice.

I.
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I. CHANGES IN THE RANKINGS O THE FALLOUT SHELTER STATEMENTS AND
'IEIR RELATIONSHIP TO TH! DEMOGRAPHIC AND GENERAL INFORMATION

EXPOSURE INDICES*

We constructed a series of st,--tements representing a variety of orientations
and beliefs about fallout shelters and radiation. Respondents in the five
cities were asked to evaluate these statements. They sorted the 57 statements
into 13 ranks from those with which they most agreed, believed, or thought were
true to those with which they most disagreed, disbelieved, or thought were
false. We asked them to do this twice, the first time was December 1961 and
the second was June 1962. This section examines the relationship between
changes in the rankings of these statements and various demographic and general
information exoosure indices. (A listing of these indices will be found in
the tiechnical Appendix.)

For purposes of analysis, the 57 statements on fallout shelters and
radiation were grouped into nine categories. These categories represent
beliefs or attitudes toward: 1) perceived government confusion on civil defense,
2) community vs private shelters, 3) activ or passive concern for civil defense
matters, 4) civil defense is the government's responsibility, 5) pessimism-
optimism on civil defense matters, 6) religious fatalism, 7) shelter acceptance,
and 8) infcamation gain on civil defense matters. There were eight statements
which were not categorized or used in the following analysis. (For a listing
of the specific statements in each category, see Section 1B, Appendix B of
Change in Belief Patterns, Part A.)

Specific-iily, w(, examine the avcrie chinge In rinks specifically for each
of the eight statermnt content cotegries 'or th 105 neole who participated
in both the 1961 and tbe 1967 intervie'zs. The emnhasis is in terms of the
relationship of theso chvniveo t- the various ,umocqranhic and general information
exposure indices.

There was ver,, little chni-,. in in.f th7 , ei 'h catefories when the shift
in rank was averaged ove r ill M05 peeIc. The only nlaces where chanpes worth
noting occur are ":ithin various iubrrouinns of neiple iroduced by the demo-
graphic and ieneral informtion .x-)o-ure indices.

Perceived Governmvett Zonfus ion on (-vi I0flens ; .1-itt:rs.-- Very little
change occueTcd on tht -'rcion h o th -rwunoent's confusion on civil
defense matters for an., of the vwrioui k;nd3 of tcole. People who talked to
others about civil de!cfrns2 hift tnw.ird .hinki- the r,,'vrnment was less
confused in these air.as whereas )ecAyl who '! to no one shifted slightly
in the other direction.

Coimun ty vs Private. Shelters.-- In this aroi, therm were a couple of
changes worth lookinr at. Poople who mot pe-ceived t-he world situation as a
changing on., shift toward favoring, community !hclters over private ones. The
reverse tor .ency ws notel for the poplc who least perceived the woild situation

* Tables c the data sm.mtarized in this section will be found in Appendix A.
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as a changing one. Th2 people who listened to the radio the most number of
hours in the week previous to the 1962 interview became more favorable toward
community shelters. Moderate rado users became more favorable toward private
shelters. Light or non-users of the radio essentially did not change their
position.

Active-Passive Concern fcr Civil Defense Matters.-- What kinds of people
are becoming more active or passive in their concern foi7 civil defense matters?
Although the shift was not preat, there appears to be a tendency for most of the
people to be a little more passive in their concern for civil defense questions.
This shift is a little more pronounce-d for people who have lived in the same
place for longer periods of time and for those who attend church more.

When it comes to having noticed something in magazines about civil defense
or not noticed something, in the few months orior to the '62 interview, there
were no overall differences. However, if you loo at changes taking into account
whether the person was more or less actively concerned at the time of the first
interview, you get some interesting differences. For the people most actively
concerned initially, the shift toward less active concern is gneater for the
ones that did notice something in mavazines about civil defense than for those
who dil not. For the people initially most passively concerned, the shift toward
more active concern is larger for those who noticed something in magazines
than for those who did not.

Civil Defense is Government's Responsibility.-- People with no children at
home and those who attended no organizational meetings in the month prior to the
interview 3greed less with the proposition that civil defense is government's
responsibility in '62 than in '61. Ilut, those with children at home and those
who had attended meetings agreed more with this proposition by June 1952.

Pessimism-Optimism on Civil Defense Matters.-- Are some of the people we
interviewed becoming optimistic or pessimistic about the utility and advis-
ability of building shelters as a means of surviving a nuclear attack? The
bigrest chinres occurred xmong the people who noticed something on TV about
civil defense or fallout shelters and amonC those talked -boct either of these
things with others. The shift was toward greiter pessimism. The people who
did neither of these thinps shifted slightly toward a more optimistic view.
Also, people who attended some eetings got a little more optimistic whereas
those who did not attend any meetings pot a little more pessimistic. Another
interestinr as;.:ct of these changes can be noted. In all three cases, if we
look at the shifts depending on whether people were initially opt.umistic or

pessimistic, we find the shifts In ,-ither direction greater for the ore active
proups (saw TV messages, talked to peole, attended meetings) than for the less
active ones.

Religious r.atalim.-- The extretme of religious f talism and civil defense
can be suoed up by the following: "My fate is in the hands of God. There is
no use building fallout shelters or anything like that, since what God wills will

be done." A number of roups shifted their view in this respect. People who
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found themselves in communication situation3 involving civil defense shifted
toward a less religious fatalistic view with those who did not find themselves
in such situations shifting slightly in the opposite direction. These communi-
cation situati)ns included noticing things in magazines and newspapers and on
TV about civil defense or fallout shelters and instances where information was obtain-
ed frorti sources other than the mass media. Also book readers shifted to ard
less fatalism and non-book readers doing the opposite. People who saw the
world situation as a changing one also took a less fatalistic view.

Other groups showing somewhat less religious fatalism -in their views in-
cluded the under 49 age group, those with children living atbome, and those
who watched from 5 to 12 hours of TV the w~zk before the intetvieiz. The com-
parable groups showing shifts toward greater fatalism were the over 49 age
group, those have no children living at home and the heavy TV viewers. Shifts
for the very light TV viewe'-3 were too small to indicate any tendenpy,

Shelter Acceptance.-- All of the shifts toward either greater or less
acceptance of the general notion of fallout shelters were small. However, a
few of the larger of these shifts will be noted. People who did not see a -

great deal of change in the world situation and those who are book readers aecept
shelters somewhat more while their counterparts rejected shelters somnewhat more.
In terms of broadcast media use in the week prior to the interview, light to
moderate users of both radio and TV became more accepting of shelters whereas
the heavy users (over 10 hours for the week) became less accepting.

There were no overall diiferences between those who had gotten additional
information about civil defense and those who had not and between those with
children at home and those with none. However, again we get some differences
when we take into account initial position. Among those who did not obtain
additional information and those with no children at home, there was almost no
change no matter what the initial position was in terms of acceptance of fallout
shelters. However, there were some shifts among both of the counterpart groups
(those who got information and thosQ with children at home) depending on what
their initial position was. Those who were initially less favorable got more
favorable, and vtose who were initially more favorable got less favorable.

Informatica Gain.-- In the shelter statements we asked people to evaluate
there were 15 statements which were essentia~yfactu,.J in nature about fallout
shelters and nuclear attack. Information gain was defined as the greater
acceptance of true statements and the greater rejection of false statements.
Most of the factual statements were taken from the "Fallout Protection" booklet.

Over all our respondents, there was a very slight information gain. Some
of the larger shifts in information gain or loss will be noted. Among people
who had not seen anything about civil defense, on TV there was some information
gain; among those who had, there was some information loss. Information gain
was larger for those who had attended meetings than, those who had not. People
with children at home increased in information while those with none at home
decreased slightly. In terms of age, the younger and older age groups shifted
towerd an Information gain with the middle group--36 to 49--had a slight in-
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formation loss. In terms of broadcast edia use, the light and heavy radio use* i =
had a greater gain in information than did the moderate users (3 to 9 hours of:
radio us- and 5 tG 12 hours of TV use in the week before the 1962 interview).

S*ymar.-- In ove.,ail teziencies, our respondents were a little less actively
concerned out civil defense mrtters and are, on the whole, a little bit better
informed about civil 4efense, 3t the end of the six month period than they were
at the beginning. Most of the shifts in most of the shelter statement content
categories for most of the sub-grnups of people were small. This suggests, on
the whole, stability of the belief patterns.

Where changes do occur, a number of the instances involve the more active
sub-groupings, e.g., those who saw things about civil defense, attended meetings,
read books, etc. From the point of view of developing communication strategies
for civil defense questions, a number of these changes can be easily interpreted
as either desirable or unde3irable when there are differences between sub-groups
of people.

However, not all of the differences noted were between sub-group.. Some
were within sub-groups. That is, there were some instances where changes for
people involved in communication situations on civil defense questions were
larger than those for the people not 9o involved. But, these changes were of
the order: undesirable positions were be3,ng changed to desirable ones and-- at
the same time-- desirable positions were being changed to undesirable ones
within the more active sub.-groups with essentially no change of position in
these terms within the less active sub-groups.

From one point of view at least, the apparent over-all "no chanee" for the
sub-groups may be misleading. In. developing communication strateies, one should
be aware of the possibility of this:,kind of chwnge. Also. decisions should be
made as to whether communicatien inv4lving.:this kind,.of change is as desirable
as no communication at all. In some instances, it is conceivable that no
communicatiun at mll is a more desorable alternatve. For example, suppose
that the people whose desirable position tas changed to an undesirable one were
much more likely to relay messages they received to others than were the others

_ whose changes were in the other direction.



II. CORRELATES OF STABILITY-OF IlNDIViDUALBELIEF PATTERNS*

Another way to examine change is to ncte what demographic and general in-
formation exposure indices are related to the-degree to which the people
did sort the statements in the same way for both interviews. Also, we asked
them whether or not they thought they had sorted the cards-- in much the same
way on the two occasions. Then, the relationship between this and the other
indices can be examined.

Fallout Shelters and Radiation

Degree to Which People Did Sort the Statements in the Same Way.-- Three
relationships were noted in this respect. The higher the education and the
greater the number of books read in the month prior to the interview, the
greater was the likelihood of sorting the shelter statements in the same way.
Also, people who had talked to someone about civil defense in the few months
prior to the interview were more stable than those who had not talked.

Perceived Stability of Sorting the Statements.-- The more a person thought
he had sorted the cards in the same way, the more likely he was to have read
the civil defense booklet: "Fallout Protection." Also, the greater the perceived
stability, the "beei.elythe'was to have read at leastone book in the month pre-
vious to the interview.

In seven of the eight statement content categories, we find-that more of
the people who thought they had chanved did change than did the people who said
they had not changed. The largest changes for the people who thought they had
sorted the statement differently were an information gain, a shift toward
thinking the government was more confused about civil defense policy, taking a
less active concern for civil defense matters, and accepting. less the proposition
that civil defense is the government's responsibility. In all seven categories,
the overall changes of the group who said they had not-sorted them differently
were very small. The only exception to this was in the category reflecting
shelter acceptance. Changes were highest for the group who perceived them:4elves
as stable. They became more acceptin! of shelters while the other group (self-
designated changers) became less accepting. There was another group who didn't
know if they had changed or not. No particular tendencies were noted for this
group. However, no relationship between the perceived change and the stability
of actually sorting the statements was detected. This was due probably to the
fact that there was the sizable "roup (about a fourth of them) who could not
make up their minds whether they had chinged or not.

Peace and Defense

Degree to Which People Did Sort the Statements in the Same Way.-- The
younger the person, the more likely he was to have sorted the peace and defense
statements in the same way. As with the shelter beliefs, the more the education,

*Tables of the data summarized in this section will be found in Appendix B.



the more stable the sovtina. Again, the people who had talked to someone about
civil defense in the few months prior to the interview were more stable than
those who had not talked.

Perceived Stability,-~ No relationships betveen perceived stability of
aorting the cards Withany of the 7eneral information exposure and demographic
Indices were detected. Again, we could not deti~ct-any relationship between
perceived stability arnd the'stability of the actual two sorts. Agit is i
probably due to the gi~oup who did not know if they had changed or not.

One final note: There did not appear to be any relitionship-between the
perceived changes in the two sorts. However,"there was a relationship be-
tween the actual change in srtingy the fall out shel.ter .,statements an-d.the
actual chanpre in sortinf the peace and defense statements.* The greater--the'
stability of sor-ting the one, the greater the stability-in the other.
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III. CHANGES IN THE BELIEr PATTERNS OF THE FOUR FALLOUT SHELTER
AND RADIATI(Ii TYPES.*

To get an estimate of the amount of change in the belief patterns of the
four fallout shelter and radiation types, we recomputed the belief patterns
again using the same procedures used for the first Sort except we used the
data from the second sort. However, we did this for only the subjects who
took the sort twice. Then, we compared the two belief patterns for both times
using the eight statement categories. Also, we assigned each person to one of
the four types by comparing his actual sorts with the typal belief patterns.
For both the 1961 and the 1962 sorts, a person was assigned to the type he
was most like. If he was not like any of the types, he was left unassigned.

Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type A.-- The belief patterns for Type A
were highly stable for both times (correlation .971). TyPe A did not change
in any of the eight statement categories which are worth reporting. Of the
oriinal 64 type A's, 54 remained tyne A, while 7 became type D, and one each
became type B, C, and not assigned.

Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type B.-- Again the two belief patterns were
stable (correlation .880). Chanpes in the eight statement content categories
were minor and not worth con ment. Of the original 15 Type B's, 9 remained
assigned to B' while two became A's, and three became D's, and one could no
lo#,er be assigned to one of the types. Type B's were generally unfavorable
toward fallout shalters while A's and D's were more favorable. This possibly
suggests that the chanpe in people's orientation which did occur was toward
more favorable attitules toward shelters.

Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type C.-- Again, the belief patterns were
rather stable for this type (correlation .734). Type C did not change in any
of the statement categories very much. Of the 11 original Type C's, five
remained Type C, with 4 becominF Tyne A, and one each to Type D and one not
assigned. Again, there is the suggestion that what changes in orientation of
people did occur were in the direction of Freater favorability of attitudes
toward shelters. Type C was not very favorable toward shelters, but Types A and
D were.

Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type D.-- We obt3in a somewhat less stable
pattena of beliefs for Tye D (correlation .704). It still cannot be
characterised as very unstable. The principal change in the pattern came in
the optimism toward civil defense matters, it got preater. Of the ten original
Type D'a, 7 became more like Type A, one more like B, and one unassignsile.
Only one person remained most like D.

One final note: if we look at the degree to which everyone is like each
of the four types in December 1961, and the depree to which he is like each of the
four types in June 1962, we find more evidence for stability of the belief
patterns. The best siuvlo predictor of the degree to which a person is like one
of the types in June 1962 is the detree to which he is like the type in
December 1961.

*For a brief review of the four types, soe pae 10 of Chane in Belief Patterns,
Prt A. Tables of the data sumarized in this section will be found in
xMOUTsXceC
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IV. CHANGES IN THE BELIEF PATTERNS OF THE FIVE PEACE AND DEFENSE TYPES*

To get an estimate of the amount of chan7e in the belief patterns of the
five peace and defense types, we ran the same kind of analysis as we did for
the fallout shelter and radiation types. This time, we find four rather stable
patterns and one unstable one.

Peace and Defense Type A.-- The belief patterns of this type were rather
unstable (correlation .217). The unstability was reflected in chan!res in five,
major areas. More concern is expresse.', for the after-effects af nuclear war and
the disturbint nature of cold war problems. This is further reflected in a
treater desire to have someone solve them. Also, there was the tendency to
be less favorable toward both military and civil preparedness for war, and to
be somewhat less trusting -,f government leaders to handle crises and civil
defense matters. Of the 114 oricinil Type A's, 7 remained A. Three became B's
and 4 more like Type D.

Peace and Defense Type B.-- The belief patterns were hi-,hly stable
(correlation .964). Chances were nerli,4ible. Of the oripinal 48 B's, 33
remained iinchan-ed. Nine people became more like D, 4 like A, and one each
more like C and E.

Peace and Defense Type C.-- A~ain, we have another stable belief pattern
(correlation .876). Te only ch-nre worth notin' was a shift toward showing
less trust i- government lenders in time (f crisis and in civil defense matters.
There were oririnally 22 people most like Type D. Eleven remained most like
Type D. Seven shifted to be more like Type B, 2 shifted to Type A, and one
became unassignable.

Peace and Defense Type E.-- Acain, another stable typal belief pattern
(correlation .771). The principal chance in the pattern was a shift toward a
less favorable attitude toward pre-emptive attacks. Of the ten original
Tye E's, 2 remained unchang'ed in assignment, 6 became B, one became A, and one
was not assignable.

One final note: as with the shelter patterns--the best single predictor
of the degree to which a person is like one of the types in June 1962 is the
de-ree to which he is like the type in December 1961.

#For a brief review of the five types, see pare 2 of Chanpe in Belief Patterns,
Part A. Tables of the data summarized in this section will be found in
Appendix D.
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V. THE "FALLOUT PROTECTION" BOOKLET READERSHIP*

In May 1962, just before the second interview, we sent everyone who had
been interviewed in December 1961 a copy of the Government's pamphlet entitled
"Fallout Protection." We examined the relationship between booklet readership
and the various demographic and general civil :defense information exposure
indices and the changes in the ei'ht statement content categories of the two
fallout shelter and radiation sorts.

Booklet Readership.-- For purposes of ana is.sthe peoplewere divided
into two groups on their level of readership of the booklet. One group was
composed of those who could not remember receiving the booklet and those who
had received it but had not read it (non-readers). The other group had read
some or all of the bulletin (readers). Readers were more likely to have
obtained civil defense information from other sources than non-readers. This
included talking about civil defense with others, noticing articles in
magazines, and obtaining information from sources other than the media and
other people. Also, readers were more likely to perceive the world situation
as a changinf one than non-readers. In addition, readers thought they had
chanzed their sorting more of the fallout shelter statement than non-readers.
In terms of demographic characteristics, people with children at home were
more likely to have read the bulletin in whole or part than those without
children at home. In terms of overall readership, a lit;le more thALn half of
the 105 people were classified as non-readers with then, a little less than
half classified readers.

Change in Shelter Statement Sorting and Booklet Readership.-- The largest
changes associated with booklet readership occurred with the information items
in the fallout shelter sort. The people who had read all of the booklet re-
flected a gain in civil defense information lurinf the six month period but
for those who only read part, there was an information loss. Those who did
not remember receivinF the bulletin had an information gain. However, those
who did remember receivinr it but failed to read it, had an information loss.

There were some changes in the fallout shelter sorts associated with book-
let readership in the area of the acceptance of fallout shelters. The people
who became most acceptint of shelters were those who did remember receiving
.,e bulletin and did not read it. The ones who became less favorable toward
shelters were the ones who read all of the bulletin. Those who read only part
of the booklet, however, did become slirhtly mcre favorable toward shelters
as reflected in the changes in their fallout shelter statement rankings.
Lastly, the people who did not remember receivin' the bulletin changed a viry
little bit toward less acceptance.

The other most notable chani'es associated with booklet readership involved
changes in the shelter sort relating to relif'ious fatalism. All readers who
had some contact with the bulletin, became somewhat less fatalistic, the group
changing the most being those who read the booklet in part. Finally, the roup
who could not remember receiving it chanped toward a more religious fatalistic
view.

1 Tables of the data sumarized in this section will be found in Appendix E.
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VI. SUMMARY

We interviewed our respondents in December 1961 and June 1962. A month
. before the June interview, we sent everyone a copy of the government's bulletin

entitled: "Fallout Protection." What kinds of changes occurred in this six
month period?

What kinds of chanqes were reflected in the way our respondents sorted the
shelter statements in June 1962 compared to December 1961. In overall
tendencies, the people we interviewed were a little bit better informed but
less actively concerned about civil defense matters at the end of the six month
period than at the beginning. Most of the shifts in most of the shelter
statement categories for most of the sub-groups of people were small. This
suggests, on the whole, stability of belief patterns.

What are the correlates of general stability of the actual sortine of both
the fallout shelter and peace and defense statements? The more highly educated
and the book readers actually sorted both kinds of statements in a more stable
manner than their counterparts. For fallout shelter statements, age was a
factor--the youn%er, the more srable. Stability of sorting one kind of state-
ment went with stability of sorting the other kind.

Were the belief patterns of the fallout shelter and radiation types and
the peace and defense types stable? For the most part they were. Both the
shifts in the belief patterns and the movement of people to other types
(about a 1/4th moved) suprest a little more favorable attitude toward shelters.
In the peace and defense types, four rather stable and one unstable patterns
were found. The chanves occurring in the patterns seemed to indicate an in-
creasing concern over a somewhat worsening world situation. However, stability
of belief pattern is the predominate indication.

What about booklet readership an! change? Booklet readership was highest
among those who exposed themselves to other information sources. When booklet
readership (all of it) was highest, the people had shifts in shelter state-
ment categories which surrested a civil defense information gain, somewhat
less acceptance of shelters, and less religious fatalism in their point of
view. For the people who read nnly part of the booklet, there was a small shift
toward greater shelter favorabilit . The largest shift (still rather mall)
in the statement category showinp greater shelter acceptance was aonig the
people who remombered receiving the bulletin but who did not read it. Lastly,
the people who only read part of the booklet had a slight civil defense in-
formation loss as reflected in the way they sorted the shelter statements on
the tw,7 occasions.
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APPENDIX A

Tables for Section I

The fallout shelter statements were sorted into 13 ranks for both

interviews. For each statement content category, each subject was given

a score which was the sum of the ranks of the statements contained in the

category. He had eight pairs of scores, composed of a category score for

the 1961 sort and one for the 1962 sort. A change score for each category

was then defined by subt racting the 1961 category score from the 1962

score. The means reported in the tables in this appendix were computed

using these eight statement content category change scores. This applies

to the similar tables in Appendices B and E.

The polarities of some of the statements had to be adjusted. The

specific procedures used are contained in the separate report, Technical
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TABLE I

Average Shifts in the "Perceived Gov't Cor'usion on
Civil Defense" Statement Category for:

+ - change toward more confusion
- -change toward less contusion

In the past few months, have you
talked to anyone about civ. lefense?

Initial Mean
Position

NO YES

High -01.32 -02.09
(N -22) (N 11)

medium -00.04 -00.38
(N - 27) (N 13)

Low 01.89 02.20
(N - 27) (N - 05)

Total .28 .58

Total overall shift a .042
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TABLE 2

Average Shifts in the "Community vs
Private Shelters" Statement Category for:
+ = change toward likeness of comm. better
= change toward likeness of priv. better

Perceived change index

Initial Mean
Position

110 HI

High -02.12 -01.00

•(N = 26) (N = 13)
Medium 00.43 01.25

. (N= 23) (N = 12)
Lowi 01.29 02.29

(N = 17) (N = 14)

Total ?.35 .87

Total overall shift = .103
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TABLE 3

Average Shifts in the "Comomity vs
Private Shelters" Statement Category for:
+ - chanre towzrd likeness of comm. better
= change toward likeness of priv. better

Hours listened to radio last ,

Initial Mean
Position

00-02 03-09 10-64

High -01.00 -02.05 -02.29
(W- 13) (N- 19) (N-o7)

Medium 00.70 .00.70 00.73
(N - 10) (N- -o) (N ai5)

Low 01.50 01.00 02.50
(N, - 10) (N - 09) (N - 12)

Total .27- -.60 .73

Total overall shift = .104

Im
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TABLE 4

Average Shifts in the "Active-Passive Concern on
Civil Defense Matters" Statement Category for:

4- = change toward more ictiver.css
- - change toward more pubsiveness

Residence Stability

Initial Mean
Position

LO HI

High -01.86 -04.17
(N = 14) (N = 18)

Medium -02.88 -02.32

(N = 16) (N = 25)
Low 05.00 02.26

(N = 13) (N = 19)

Total -.17 -1.45

Total overall shift -.19

TABLE 5

Average Shifts in the "Active-Passive Concern on

Civil Defense Matters" Statement Category for:
+ - change toward more activeness

- = change toward more passiveness

Number of times attended

church in last four weeks

Initial Mean

Position
NONE 01 OR MORE

High -02.81 -03.50
(N = 16) (N - 16)

Medium -03.35 -01.96
(N = 17) (N = 24)

Low 02.00 04.20

Total -1.73 -.32

Total overall shift--.92
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TABLE 6

AM erage Shifts in the "Active-Passive Concern on
Civil Defense Natters" Statement Category for:

+ = change toward more activeness
- ,.~ change toward more passiveness

In the past few months, have you noticed
anything in magazines about civil defense

or fallout shelters?

Initial Mean
Position

NO YES

High -02.45 -04.33
(N = 20) (N - 12)

Medium -01.83 -03.53
(N - 24) (N - 17)

Low 01.71 05.27
(N. 17) (N - 15)

Total -1.05 -.75

Total overall shift - -.92

TABLE 7

Average Siifts in the "Civil Defense is Govarnment's
'Oesonsibility" Statement CateSory for:

+ = change toward more acceptan,,
- change toward less acceptance

Number of children living at home

Initial Mean
Position

NOlE 01 OR MORE

High -04.60 -02.04
(N a I0) (N - 26)

Medium -01.17 -00.32
(N - 12) (N - 22)

Low 102.63 01.63
(N - 08) (N - 27)

Total -1.30 .15

Total overall shifts-.22
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TABLE 8

Average Shifts in the "Civil Defense is Government's
Responsibility" Statement Category for:

+ =change toward more acceptance

- = change toward less acceptance

Number of meetings attended in last four weeks

Initial Mean
Position

NONE 01 OR MORE

High -04.25 -00.88
(N = 20) (N = 16)

Medium -00.58 -00.67

(N = 19) (N = 15)
Low 02.28 03.00

(N = 18) (N = 17)

Total -.96 .56

Total overall shift-.27

TABLE 9

Average Shifts in the "Pessimism-Optimism on
Civil Defense Matters" Statement Category for:

+ = change toward greater pessimism
- = change toward greater optimism

Halc you noticed anything on television
about civil defense or fallout shelters?

Initial Mean
Position

NO YES

High -02.90 -03.63

(N - 29) (N - 08)

Medium 00.09 01.90
(N - 23) (N - 10)

Low 02.74 04.00
(N - 23) (N - 12)

Total -._5. 1.27

Total overall shift-.18

U
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TABLE 10

Average Shifts in the "Pessimism-Optimism on
Civil Defense Matters" Statement Category for:

+ - change toward greater pessimism
- W change toward greater optimism

In the past few months, have you
talked to anyone about civil defense

Initial Mean
Position

NO YES

High -02.58 r05.50
(N - 31) (N - 06)

Medium 01.09 -00.27
(14 22) (N - il)

Low 01.87 05.67
(N - 23) (N - 12)

Total -. 17 ,.1.11

Total overall shift=.18

TABLE 11

Average Shifts in the "Pessimism-Optimism on
Civil Defense Matters" Statement Category for:

+ - change toward greater pessimiam
- - change toward greater optimism

Number of meetings attended in last four weeks

Initial Mean
Position

NONE 01 OR MORE

High -01.94 -04.00
(N- 17) (N -20)

Medium 00.67 00.60
(N - 18) (N1-15)

Low 02.82 03.77
(N 22) (N - 33)

Total .72 -.46"

Total overall shift=.18
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TABLE 12

Average Shifts in the "Religious Fatalism"
Statement Category for:

+ - change toward more fatalism
- - change toward less fatalism

In the past few months, have you noticed
anything in magazines about civil

defense or fallout shelters?

Initial Mean
Position

NO YES

High -02.47 -03.59
(N - 17) (N - 17)

Medium 00.13 -03.30
(N - 23) (N = 10)

Low 03.19 01.06
(N - 21) (N - 17)

Total .46 -1.73

Total overall shift--.46

TABLE 13

Average Shiftsiuthe "Religious Fatalism"
* Statement Category for:

- change toward mo'e fatalism
- = change toward less fatalism

Since the last interview, have you noticed
anything in the newspapers about civil

defense fallout shelters?

Initial Mean
Position

NO YES

High -00.75 -05.06
(N = 16) (N a 18)

Medium -00.36 -01.84
(N - 14) (N a 11")

Low 02.58 01.89
( 19) (N a 19)

Total .86 -1.61

Total overall shifts-.46

M
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TABLE 14

Average Shifts in the "Religious Fatalism"
Statement Category for:

+ - change toward more fatalism
- = change toward less fatalism

Have you noticed anything on television
about civil deferse or fallout sheIters?

Initial Mean
Position

NO YES

High -02.70 -03.50
(N- 20) (N - 14)

Medium -00.35 -03.00
(N - 26) (N - 07)

Low 02.66 00.89
(N - 29) (N - 09)

Total .19 -2.07

Total overill shift--.46

TABLE 15

Average Shifts in the "Religious Fatalism"
Statement Category for:

+ = change toward more fatalism
- -change toward less fatalism

Have you gotten any other information
about civil defense or fallout shelters?

Initial Mean
Position

No YES

High -0~2.17 -04.00
(N - 18) (N. 16)

Medium -00.20 -O1.50
(V- 15) (1 aIs)

LoW 02.76 01.59
(h = 21) (V 17)

Total .29 -1.25

rotel overall stift--.46
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TABLE 16

Average Shifts in the "Religious Fatalism"

Statement Category for:
= change tcward more fatalism

- = change toward less fatalism

Number of books read in last month

Initial Mean
Position

NONE 01 OR MORE

High -00.80 -04.79
(N = 15) (N = 19)

Medium 00.00 -02.14
(N = 19) (N = 14)

Low 03.12 01.52
(N = 17) (N = 21)

Total .80 -1.65

Total o?erall shift-.46

TABLE 17

AveT:age Shifts in the "Religious Fatalisd'
Statement Category for:

+ - change toward more fatalism
- - change toward less fatalism

Perceived Change Index

Initial Mean
Position

LO HI

High -01.74 -05.73
(N - 23) (N - 11)

Medium -01.22 -00.53

(N - 18) (N -iS)
Low 02.76 01.23

(N - 25) (N - 13)

Total .11 -1.41

Total overall shiftt-.45
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TABLE 18

Average Shifts in the "Religious Fatalism"
Statement Category for:

+ - change toward more fatalism
- = change toward less fatalism

Age

Initial Mean
Position

20-35 36-49 50 OR OVER

.High -01.79 -04.00 -03.78
(V - 14) (N - 11) (N - 09)

Medium -02.45 -03.18 02.91
(N - 11) (N- 11) (N - 11)

Low 02.77 01.06 03.88
(N - 13) (N'= 17) (N - 08)

Total -.42 -1.56 1.04

Total overall shift-.45

TABLE 19

Average Shifts in the "Religious Fatalism"
Statement Category for:

+ - change toward more fatalism
- a change toward less fatalsim

Number of children at home

Initial mean
Position

High -1.j2 -03.68(5."09) (N - 25)
Medium 00.27 -1.50

(N a l) (N- 22)
Low 03.70 01.71

(N - 10) (N'- 28)

Total .97 1.03

Total overall shifto-.46

iI
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TABLE 20

Average Shifts in the "Religious Fatalism"
Statemient Category for:

+ = change toward more fatalism
- = change toward less fatalism

Hours watched TV in last week

Initial Mean
Position

00-04 05-12 13-44

High -03.33 -04.53 -00.50
(N = 09) (N - 15) (N - 10)

.Medium -01.90 00.00 -00.85
(N a 10) (N- 10) (N- 13)

.Low 03.07 -01.18 04.33
(N - 15) (N - 11) (N - 12)

Total .-.09 -2.25 1.03

Total overall shift,-.46

TABLE 21

Average Shifts in the "Shelter Acceptance"
Statement Category for:

+ = change toward greater acceptance
- - ebange toward less acceptance

Perceived Change Index

Initial mean
Poe it ion

LO HI

HSigh -0244 -04.88
(416) (117)

Medium 02.15 -03.00
("26) (Na 09)

Low 04.67 04.08
(N- 24) (V- 13)

Total 1.95 -1.46

Total overall shifte.66
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TABLE 22

Average Shifts in the "Shelter Acceptance"
Statement Category for:

+ = changc toward greater acceptance
-= change L3oward less acceptance

Numbe-r of books read in last month

Initial Mean
Position

NONE 01 OR MORE

High -04.50 -02.94
(N - 16) (N - 17)

Medium -03.65 06.80
(N = 20) (N - 15)

Low 03.93 04.82
(N - 15) (N r 22)

Total -1.69 2.93

Total overall shift-.69

TABLE 23

Average Shifts in the "SheLter Acceptance"
Statement Category for:

+ n change toward greater acceptance
- = change toward less acceptance

Hours listened to radio last week

Initial Mean
Position

00-02 03-09 10-64

High -00.5' -03.54 -05.54
(W !07) (N - 13) (N = 13)

Medium 01.22 00.73 00.64
(N - 09) (N r 15) (N - 1l)

Low 0.71 05.20 01.60
(N a 17) (N= 10) (N a 10)

Total 3.15 .45 -1.44

Total overall shtft-. 69
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TABLE 24

Avetage Shifts in the "Shcl1-r 1A.-ccrtancc"l
Statement Category for:

+ =change towaid gceater accetrncu
= change toward less acceptance

Hours watched TV in last uk

Initial Mean
Position

00-04 05-12 13-44

High -04.20 -04~.22 -03.00
(N =10) (N = 09) (N = 14)

Medium 61.20 02.27 -00.57
(N 10) (N = 11) 01 = 14)

Low 02.50 07.44 01.57
(N = 14) (N = 16) (N = 07)

Total .15 2.95 -1.11

Total overall shift=.69

TABLE 25

Average Sh~ifts in the "Shelter Acceptance"
Statement Category for:

+ =change toward greater acceptance
- change toward less acceptance

Have you gotten any other information
about civil defcnse or fallout shelters?

Initial Mean
Position

NO YES

.High -01.06 -06.18
(N= 16) (N = 17)

.Medium 009600.58
(N= 23) (N = 12)

Low 01.47 06.50
(N = 15) (N=- 22)

Total .50 .88

Total overall shift =.63
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TABLE 26

Average Shifts in the "Shelter Acceptance"
Statement Category for:

+ - change toward greater acceptance
- - change toward less acceptance

Number of children at home

Initial Mean
Position

NONE 01 OR MORE

High 00.40 -04.43
(N = 05) (N = 28)

Medium 01.07 00.65
(N = 15) (N = 20)

Low 01.30 05.63
(N = 10) (N = 27)

Total 1.04 .55

Total overall shift=. 69

TABLE 27

Average Shifts in the "Information Gain"
Statement Category for:

+ = change toward information gain
- = change toward information loss

Have you notice anything on television
about civil defense or fallout shelters?

Initial Mean
Position

NO YES

High -02.C -07.38
(N - 24) (N = 13)

Medium G3.37 -02.25
(N - 27) (N- 08)

Low 05.42 06.33
(N = 24) (N - 09)

Total 2.31 -1.90

Total overall shift-l.l1
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TABLE 28

Average Shifts in the "Information Gain"
Statement Category for:

+ - change toward information gain

- - change toward information loss

Number of meetings attended
in last four weeks

Initial Mean
Posit ion

NONE 01 OR MORE

High -05.90 -01.25
(N = 21) (N = 16)

Medium 02.82 01.39
(N = 17) (N = 18)

Low 04.47 07.29
(11 = 19) (N = 14)

Total e16 2.23

Total overall shift=l.ll

TABLE 29

Average Shifts in the "Information Gain"
State.cnt Category for:

+ = change toward information gain

- = change toward information loss

Number of children at home

Initial Mean
Position

NCNE 01 OR MORE

High -07.70 -02.48
(N = 10) (N = 27)

Medium -00.10 02.96
(N = 10) (N = 25)

Low 06.00 05.52
(N = i0) (N - 23)

Total -.C3 1.79

Total overall slift=l.ll
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TABLE 30

Average Shifts in the "Information Gain"
Statement Category for:

+ - change toward .information gain
- - change toward information loss

Age

Initial Mean
Position

20-35 36-49 50 OR OVER

High 00.00 -09.69 -03.00
(N = 18) (N = 13) (N = 06)

Medium 04.11 01.67 01.14
(I = 09) (N = 12) (N = 14)

Low 02.91 05.93 09.00
(N = 11) (N = 14) fN = 08)

Total 1.82 -.59 2.50

Total overall shift=l.11

TABLE 31

Average Shifts in the "Information Gain"
Statement Category fur,

+ = change toward information gain
- = change toward information loss

Hours listened to radio last week

Initial Mean
Position

00-02 03-09 10-64

High -02.36 -04.89 -03.75
(N - 11) (N - 18) (N - 08)

Medium 00.83 04.18 01.42
(N - 12) (N - 11) (N - 12)

Low 06.10 05.00 05.79
(N - 10) (N - 09) (N - 14)

Total 1.36 .08 2.00

Total overail shift-l.10
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TABLE 32

Average Shifts in the "Information Gain"
Statement Category for:

+ - change toward information gain
= change toward information loss

Hours watched TV in last week

Initial Mean
Position

00-04 05-12 13-44

High -05.58 -02.53 -03.90
(N =12) (N =15) (N - 10)

Medium 03.36 00.90 01.55
(N = 14) (N = 10) (N= 11)

Low 09.88 01.82 06.29
(N -08) (N = 11) (N -14)

Total 1.74 -.25 1.89

Total overall shift=1.1l
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TABLE 1

FALLOUT SHELTERS A4,I RADIATION STATEMENTS:
CORRELAT!ONS BETWEiN THE DEGREE TO WHICH A SUBJECT ACTUALLY
SORTED THE STATSMENTS 1'HE SAME W AND VARIOUS DEMOGRAPHIC
AND GENJERAL 'IVI DEFENSE IhFOflATION EXPOSURE VARLiBLES*

Var. Corre-
No- Variable Code lation

14 Last grade- which was ccmpletcd Actual last grade
in school completed 207

23 Number of Looks read in the Actual number of
past month books read 209

7 "In rhe pact few months, have 0 - No, DK
you talked witb anyone about I - Yes
<"ivil defense?" 255

'With an N": 104, a correlation o1 .193 is significant at the .05 level
(t'wo-tailed).

A matri. of innercorrelationsbetween all pairs of the demographic and en.-
posure variables will be found in the onuendix of the technical summary. The
variable number refers to each variable's location in this matrix.

TABLE 2

FALLOUT SHELTERS AND PADLTiLON STATEMENTS:
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE DEGREE TO IYHICH A SUBJECT THOUGHT HE

SOR17ED THE STATEMENTS THE SAME WAY AND VARIOUS DEMDGIRAPHIC
AND GENERA L CIVIL DEFENSE INFORMATION EXPOSURE VARIABLES*

Var. Corre-
No. Variable Code lation

23 Number of books read in the Actual number of
past month books read 267

9 "Have you gotten a copy of the
governments' bulletin on 0 - If no
'Fallout Protection.'" (yes, 1 - If yes, all no
DK, no) below .323

"If YES: Did you read it?" 3 - If yes in part,
(yes, yes in part, no) no below

4 - If yes, no below

"If YES or YES IN PART: Did
you discuss the bulletin with 5 - If yes
anyone?".

*With an N 1 104, a ceriplation of .193 is significant at the .05 level

(two-tailed),

A matrix of innercorrelations between all pairs of the demographic and ex-
posure variables will be found in the appendix of the technical suiamy. The
variable number refers to each variable's location in this matrix.
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TABLE 3

iverage Shifts in the "Information

Gain" Statement Category for:
+ = information gain
- = information loss

, bt vcu can did you sort
these cards (SHELTERS) any differently

than you did last December?

Initial
Information
Level NO DK YES

High -05.00 -02.18 -03.33
(N : 20) (N = 11) (N : 06)

Medium -00 14 03.57 08.60
(N = 21) (U = 09) (N = 05)

Low 03.67 07.29 11.80
(N = 21) (N = 07) (N = 05)

Total -. 42 2.22 5.13

Total overall shift : 1.10

TABLE 4

Average Shifts in the "Perceived Government
Confusion on Civil Defense" Statement Category for:

+ = change toward perception of more confusion
- - change toward perception of less confusion

As best you can remember, did you sort
these cards (SHELTERS) any differently

than you did last December?

Initial
Position
on )egree
of Confusion NO DK YES

High -01.39 -C2.00 -02.00
(N = 23) (14 = 0) (N = 02)

Medium -00.05 -00.92 01.00
(N = 22) (N = 12) (N a 06)

Low 01.12 03.00 02.75
(N = 17) (N - 07) (N : 08)

Total .?3 -.22 1.50

Total overall shift .036
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TABLE 5

Average Shifts in the "Active-Passive Concern
for Civil Defense Matters" Statement Category for:

+ = change toward more active concern
- = change toward more passive concern

,s best you can remember, did you sort
these cards (SHELTERS) any differently

than you did last December?

Initial
Position NO DK YES

Active -02.63 -02.90 -07.33
(N : 19) (N : 10) (N : 03)

Intermediate -02.00 -03.00 -04.00
(N : 27) (N : 06) (N : 08)

Passive 03.50 02.64 04.60
(N: 16) (N : 11) (N : 05)

Total -.77 -.67 -1.94

Total overall shift .92

TABLE 6

.verage Shifts in the "Civil Defense is
Government's Responsibility" Statement Category for:

+ - change toward more acceptance of proposition
- = change toward less acceptance of proposition

As best you can r mmber, did you sort
these cards (SHELTERS) ony differently

than you did last December?

Initial
Position
on Acceptance
of Proposition NO DK YES

High -03.09 -02.75 -01.50
(N a 22' (N : 08) (N : 06)

Medium 01.05 -02.44 -04.00
(N : 20) (N-2 09) (N : 05)

Low 02.70 03.40 00.80
(N.-" 20) (N t 10) (N : 05)

Total .11 -.37 -1.56

Total overall shift : -.27
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TABLE 7

.vcrag- Shifts in the "Community vs
Private Shelters" Statement Category for:

+ = change toward acceptance of Community Shelters
- a change toward acceptance if Private Shelters

As best you can remember, did you sort
these cards (SIMLTERS) any differently

than you did last December?

Initial
Position
on Acceptance
of Community
Shelters NO DK YES

High -01.71 -01.92 -ol.33
(N z 24) (N = 12) (N = 03)

Medium 00.87 00.29 00.60
(N z 23) (N = 07) (N = 05)

Low 02.20 01.13 01.50
(N : 15) (N - 0) (N = 08)

Total .19 -.44 .67

Total overall shift : .101

TABLE 8

Average Sbifts in the "Religious
FatalisW' Statement Category for:

+ * change toward more fatalism
- =change toward less fatalism

As best you can remember, did you sort
these cards (SHELTERS) ary differently

than you did lost December?

Initial
Position
on Religious
Fatalism NO DX YES

High -03.14 -01.38 -05.23
(NI21) (N a08) (N05)

Meodium -00.17 -01.40 -02.60
(N : 18) (N 0 10) (N 05)

LOw 01.43 03.00 04.17
(N a 23) (N 2 09) (N : 06)

Total -.58 .07 -.87

Total overall shirt : -.46
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TLBLE 9

Average Shifts in the "Pessimism-Optimism
on Civil Defense Matters" Statement Category for:

+ = change toward grcater pessimism
- a change toward greater optimism

As best you can remermber, did you sort
these cards ('HELTERS) any differcntly

than you did last occember?

Initial
Position
on Optimism NO DK YES

High -04.86 -00.40 -01.17
(N a 21) (N = 10) (N = 06)

Medium 00.84 02.38 -02.33
(N Z 19) ( 08) (N a 06)

Low 03.18 01.67 06.50
(N = 22) (N a 09) (N = 04)

Total -.26 1.11 .31

Total overall shift .18

TABLE 10

liverage Shifts in the "Shelter
4cceptance" Statement Category for:

+ - change toward greater acceptance
- - change toward less acceptancL;

As best you can remember, did you sort
these cards (SHELTERS) any diffctently

than you did last Deccemcr?
-aa-a-aa-a-a-aa-a-aa-a-a-aa-a-aa -a-a-aaaaaaaae- - --

Initial
Position
on Shelter
Acceptance NO DK YES

High -01.94 -04.80 -06.83
(N : 17) (N : 10) (N 2 06)

Nedim 01.50 00.71 -03.00
(N Z 24) (N = 07) (N : 04)

Low 07.00 -01.20 05.00
(N 2 21) (N : 10) (N : 06)

Total 2.42 -2.04 -1.44

Total overall shitft .68
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TABLE 11

PEACE AND DEFENSE STTEMEMTS:
CORRELATIONS BEI'EEN THE DEGREE TO WHICH A SUBJECT ACTUAILLY

SORTED THE STATEMENTS IN THE SANE WAIY AND VARIOUS DEMOGR..PHIC
NjM GENERAL CIVIL DEFENSE INFORK4TION EXPOSURE VARIABLES*

Var. Corre-
No. VariabIc Code lation

12 Age of subject ,'.ctual age -290

14 Last grade which was completed Actual last grade
in school completed 335

7 "In the past few months, have 0 - No, DK
you talked with inyone about I - Yes
civil defense?" 250

*With an N = 104, a correlation of .193 is significant at the .05 level

(two-tailed).

*A matrix of innercorrelations between all pairs of the demographic and ex-
posure variables will be found in the appendix of the technical summary. The
variable number refers to each variable's location in this matrix.
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TABLE 1

FALLOUT SHELTER AND RADIATION TYPE A:
CHANGE IN BELIEF PATTERN

December 1961 June 1962

I tend to disagree that it is the I tend to agree that it is the
government's responsibility to protect government's responsibility to protect
all citizens by supplying them, rich all citizens by supplying them, rich
and poor, with shelters, and poor, with shelters.

I slightly disagree with the idea that I disagree more strongly about this
I don't like to talk about war and now.
would rather not read anything about
fallout shelters or things like that.

I agree very strongly that everyone While I still agree with this idea
should find out as much as he can about it is not as important to me as
fallout shelters and other civil before.
defense matters so that he can be pre-
pared in case of attack.

Note: Table includes only those items which shiited by more than .5
standard deviationa . These include no information items, only
attitudinal.

i
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TABLE 2

-ALLOUT SHELTER AND RADIATION TYPE B.
CHANGE IN BELIEF PATTERN

Attitudinal items

December 1961 June 1962

I know thdt if all of us prayed for I shall think that if all of us prayed
peace there would be nothing tc worry for peace this still would not solve
about is a ridiculous notion. )ur problems but it might not be quite

as ridiculcus as I once thought.

My wn problems rarely, if ever, I'm not so sure whether my own problems
get in the way of my worries about do or dn not get in the way of my
the Russians or fallout shelters, worries about the Russians or fallout

shelters.

I dn't mind talkine about war or I'm not so sure I want to talk about
reading about fallout shelters an( war or read about fallout shelters and
things like that. thinps like that.

I don't know whether conmmunity Maybe, community shelters would not be
shelters would be a gnod idea or such a bad idea after all.
not.

I don't think there is really any- There mray be just a very very few
thing an ordinary citizen like me can thinps that an ordinary citizen like
do to protect himself in case of a me can do to protect himself in case
nuclear war. of nuclear war.

There may be a little merit in the i'm not sure any mere that the govern-
idea that the government should lend ment should lend money to build
money to communities so that community shelters.
community shelters can be built.

I just don't be'ieve that when a I still believe this and maybe it's a
person dies his time is up and that little stronger than it used to be.
there's nothing anyone can do about
it.

Informational Items

I don't know whether an' adequate I am pretty sure an adequate family
family shelter would cost more than shelter would cost more than $300.
$300.

It'6 somewhat doubtful that after a You might be able to make the air
nuclear attack you could make the after a nuclear attack safe to breathe
air safe to breathe by just filterinr by filterinp out the dust.
ut the dust,
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TABLE 2 (continued)

December 1961 June 1962

I am pretty sure that while the blast I am almost positive of this now.
and heat damage from a nuclear ex-
plosion is limited to several miles
around the point where it explodes,
fallout from it may cover thousands
of square miles.

I don't know if you are likely to You would not necessarily die if you
die if you get exposed to radiation. got exposed to radiation.

Contaminated people, food, water I'm net so sure that contaminated
and other things after an attack people, food, water and other things
probably should be avoided by have to be avoided by people who have
people who have not been exposed, not been exposed.

If we are attacked, I just don't In that we are attacked, I don't think
know if great storms cause! by the it's to,. likely that gTeat storms
nuclear explosions would sweep caused by the nuclear explosions would
across our country. sweep acrcss our country.

Note: Table includes only those items which shifted by more than .6 standard
deviations.

AD
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TABLE 3

FALLOUT SHELTER AND RADIATION TYPE C:
C.ANGE IN BELIEF PATTERN

ATTITUDINAL ITEMS

December 1961 June 1962

I think there is someth'ng an I'm not so sure th t there is anything
ordinary zitizen l!'*e me can do-to an ordinary citizen like me can do to
protect himself In case of a protect himself in case of nuclear attack.
nuclear wao.

This fuss about fallout shelters is I just don't know whether this fuss
not a lot of nonsense. about fallout shelters is nonsense or not.

It is absurd to think I wQ !d run I don't know whether I'd run for the hills
for the hill in the event of an in the event of a. attack.
attack.

I don' +worry much whether to Luild I worry a little bit about whether I
a fallout shelter or not, should build a fallout shelter or not.

I don't beoZ eve that the people I believe a little that maybe it is
in gcvernment Tihould stop talking time to stop alking about fallout
so much about fallout shelters and shelters and do something about them.
do something about them.

I agree somewhat that in the eyes I still believe this and even more than
cf God, things iike fallout shelters I did before.
are immorai.

I'm quite sure we should try hard I don't know about this now.
to prevent war and not cive so much
attention to shelters.

I think we probably need illout I'm even more sure we need fallout
shelters around here. shelters around here.

I tend to a7ree that our area will I Lend to disagree with this idea.
probably get a heavy dose of fall-
out radioactive materiais, in the
evel.t of attof=k,

.. ...
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Information Items

December 1961 June 1962

I'm pretty sure it is not true I don't know whether it is simple to
that even though radiation is in- detect fallout even though radiation
visible, it is simple to detect is invisible.
fallout.

I'm pretty sure that a plastic I'm not sure, but.I don't think that a
suit with . filtering mask is not plastic suit with a filtering mask is
good protection against most fall- good protection a7ainst much fallout.
out.

It is somewhat doubtful that after I'm pretty sure that after a nuclear
a nuclear attack, if you filter attack the air won't be safe to breathe,
the dust out of the air, the air even if you filter the dust out.
will be perfectly safe to breathe.

Generally I don't believe that if I'm quite sure that if you get exposed
you get exposed to radiation at all to radiation at all, you are not
you are likely to die. likely to die.

While blast and heat damage from I'm not sure that's true.
a nuclear explosion is limited to
several miles, fallout can cover
thousands of square miles.

Note: Table includes only those items which shifted .9 standard deviations.
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TABLE 4

FALLOUT SHELTER AND RADIATION TYPE D:
CHANGE IN BELIEF PATTERNS

Attitudinal Items

December 1961 June 1962

I completely reject the idea that I still don't believe it, however, I
in the eyes of God, thin.7s like don't disbelieve it as much is I UL
fallout shelters are immoral. to.

I agree a little that everyone I'm much more sure about this idea.
should find out as much as he
can about fallout shelters and
other civil defense matters so
that he can be prepared in case
of attack.

I'm fairly sure that if I had the I don't know if I'd get a fallout
money, I probably wouldn't fet shelter built for my family right
a fallout shelter built for my away if I had the money.
family rigbt away.

I don't think that if all of us I completely disbelieve this idea now.
prayed for peace there would be
nothing to worry about.

I agree strongly that on this I suppose I'll go along with what the
fallout she!ter business I'll d government thinks is best on this fall-
whatever the 7overnment thinks is Nut shelter business.
best to do.

I think there is something an I feel much more strongly that there is
ordinary citizen like me can do to something ait ordinary citizen like me
protect himself in case of a can do to protect himself in case of a
nuclear war. nucle r war.

I'm not sure, but I don't think I'm quite sure there is some protection
there might be some protectinn against radioactive fallout.
again3t radioactive fallout.

Maybe we need fallout shelters a- I'm pretty sure we need fallout shelters
round here. around here.
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Information Items

December 1961 June 1962

I don't believe at all that if you I'm not sure whether you will die cr not
get exposed to tadiation dt all, if you are exposed to radiation at all.
you are likely to die.

I don't believe at all thdt the I still don't 1,.lieve this but not so
earth will be impossible to live strongly now.
"i fol years or even centuries
after a nuclear attack.

Filtering the dust out of the air You might be able to filter the dust
after an attack will not make it out of the iir after a nuclear attack
safe o breathe. to make it safe to breathe.

Fallout might be like gas. How This is just not true.
could you protect yourself from
it?

1L )te: Table includes only those items which shifted at least 1.0 standard
deviation.

II
I
-'1

,-
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TABLE 5

FALLOUT SHELTERS AND RADIATION TYPES:
MEAN DIFFERENCES IN THE BELIEF ARRAYS FOR 1961 & 1962 IN THE

CATEGORIES OF STATEMENTS

General Categories Type
No. of
items A B C D

Perceived Gov't
Confusion 1 +,242 -. 295 +.221 t.339

Community Vs Private
Shelters 1 +.189 -.315 +.385 -.208

Active-Passive Concern 5 -.001 -.320 -.071 +.457

Civil Defense is Gov't
Responsibility 5 +.087 -.177 +.231 -.337

Pessimism-Optimism 5 +.031 -.194 +.135 -.632

Religious Fatalism 4 -.080 t.187 t.098 +.202

Shelter Acceptance 12 +,086 +.187 -.303 +.037

Information Gain 15 -.041 +.269 -.169 +.04

+ = more acceptcd
= more rejected

TABLE 6

CHANGES IN FALLOUT SHELTER ANb RADIATION TYPES FOR
INDIVIDUALS FROM 1961 t- 1962

Original rallout Shelter an,' Changed to Type in 1962
Radiation Type in 1961 A i3 C D NA

Pe No. of Indiv'uails
A 64 1 1 7 1

15 9 0 3 1

C 11 4 0 5 1 1

P 10 7 1 0 1 1

NA 4 1 0 0 1 2

Total nf Types in 1162 68 11 6 13 6

NA = Hit Assime'
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TABLE 7

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE DEGREE TO WHICH SUBJECTS WERE
LIKE EACH OF THE FOUR FALLOUT SHELTER AND RADIATION TYPES

IN DECEMBER 1961 AND JUNE 1962

June 1962

Types A B C D

A .72 .00 -. 23 .34

December B .06 .71 -. 31 .17
1961

C -.39 -.26 .63 -.26

D .44 .07 -.21 .60

/X
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TABLE 1

PEACE AND DEFENSE TYPE A:
CHANGE IN BELTEF PATTERNS

December 1961 June 1962

I believe stronfly that the chances I don't believe this now.
of an attack on the U.S. are very
small, but it would be a good
thing to prepare for it now.

Generally I would say we bhould I'm positive we should not organize a
not organize a march on Washinc.ton march on Washington.
to get our leaders and the Russian
leaders to stop testing nuclear
bomb,.

It is somewhat doubtful that Russia I'm very sure that Russia and China
and China are going to start are not going to start fighting each
fighting each other so there is no other.
use in our worrying about an attack
from Russia.

We need a strong military defense I just don't know if we need a strong
to back up the President when he military defense to back up the
takes a firm stand on international President.
issues.

We're not going to attack anybody, I just don't know how strong we should
so the stronger we are the less be or if we will attack anybody.
likely war is.

I haven't thought much about war I'm somewhat more worried about war or
or the possibility of nuclear the jossibility of nuclear attack.
attack.

I'm somewhat concerned about some- I'm not concerned at all about someone

body pushing the wrong button at pushing the wrong button at the wrong
the wrong time. time.

We are strong enough so that no I still believe this but not as much as
sensible nation would attack us before.
for fear of retaliation.

I think the Civii Defense people I don't know if the Civil Defense people
are doinp the best job possible are doing the best job possible or not.
to help us prepare, in case we
are ever attacked.

Lately, the world situation has I guess thin.s are petting better but
been improving along with the I'm not so sure any more,
chances for peace.
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TABLE 1 (continued)

December 1961 June 1962

I'm fairly sure there won't be I don't know if there will ever be a
a third world war. third world war or not.

Generally, I suppose, if we were I'm not very sure, but generaliy I say
really threatened by Russia we we should not attack first, even if
might attack first to take ad- really threatened.
vantage of the surprise.

The U.N. should get more power to I don't know if giving the U.N. more
make it a tvue world Fovernment. power would help the situation.

I don't know if our leaders I'm convinced that internationalshould cooperate internationally cooperation and understanding by our
or not. leaders could probably prevent war.

I'm not concerned at all aZout the The problems of the cold war and
cold war and nuclear attack, nuclear attack get on my nerves some-

what. I wish somebody would do some-j thing about them.

I have a lot of trust in our I don't know whether to trust our
government leaders. government leaders or not, after the

Cuban mistake and things like that.

It is doubtful that we'll have a I'm quite sure the U.S. will not have
nuclear attack on the U.S. a nuclear attack. What would the

Russians do with a radioactive waste-
land?

I think we have been told the Maybe we haven't been told the full
full story on the devastating story. I don't know.
effects of nuclear war.

I guess our leaders ought to keep I'm sure our leaders ought to keep
talking at disarmament conferences talking, when you're talking you're
and in the U.N. not shooting.

Generally I disagree that life It looks to me as though life probably
after a nuclear attack would be would be somewhat of a savage man-to-
a savage man-to-man struggle for man struggle for survival after
survival, nuclear attack.

Note: Table contains only those items which shifted 1.0 standard deviations.
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TABLE 2

PEACE AND DEFENSE TYPE B:
CHANGE IN BELIEF PATTERNS

December lq61 June 1962

Generally I am somewhat concerned I'm more concerned about the possibility
that someone may push the wronfg of mistake in pushing buttons than I
button at the wrong time. was before.

Generally I disagree with the I still disagree with this idea but
idea that if our leaders would not as much as before.
make a real effort to understand
and cooperate with the. leaders of
Russia and Red China, we could

.probably prevent war,

Note: Table contains only those items which 6hifted at least .5 standard
deviations.

TABLE 3

PEACE AND DEFENSE TYPE C:

CHANGE IN BELIEF PATTERNS

December 1961 June 1962

I'm positive we'll never have a It is doutful that we'll ever have a
,,clear attack on the U.S. What nuclear attack on the U.S.

would the Russians do with a
radioactive wasteland?

I guess we're not 7ettinp closer It's obvious that every day we are
and closer to war with Russia. gettin farther and farther from war

with Russia.

I suppose there might be a third I don't think there will be a third
world war. world war.

Note: Table contains only those items which shifted at least 1.0 standard
deviations.
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TABLE 4

PEACE AND DEFENSE TYPE D;
CHANGE IN BELIEF PATTERNS

December 1961 June 1962

I'm quite sure that the chance of I'm not so sure about the chance of an
thermonuclear attack is not very attack on the U.S.
likely, but the results would be
so disastrous--we'd be smart to
prepare against it--now.

It is doubtful that the best way I'm quite sure that the idea of keeping
to keep out of war is not to out of war by not preparing for one
prepare for one. is not correct.

I'm really very much concerned I'm still concerned about nuclear war,
about whether we'll have a but not as much as I use to be.
nuclear war or not.

I think probably our leaders I'm sure our leaders should keep talking.
should keep talking at disarma- When you are talkinF you're not
ment conferences and in the U.N. shooting.

Note: Table contains only those items which shifted at least .9 standard
deviations.
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TABLE 5

PEACE AND DEFENSE TYPE E:

CHANGE IN BELIEF PATTERNS

December 1961 June 1962

I suppose that if Russia really I don't think that even if we *i e
threatened us we should attack '  really threatened we should attack
first to take advantage of the first.
surprise.

Every day we seem to be getting I'm not sure but we don't seem to be
closer and closer to war with getting closer and closer to war with
Russia. Russia.

I'm quite sure that after a I suppose that life here would be a
ni Jlear attack, life here would savaqe man-to-man struggle for sur-
be a savage man-to-man strugle vival after a nuclear attack.
f6r survival.

I don't thfnk that the best way I'm very sure t'hat making a sur~rise
to settle this whole thin7 is attack n Russia is not the way to
for us to make a surprise attack settle this whole thling.
on the Russians.

I suppose we'll all have to get I'm sure the threat of nuclear attack
use to living with the threat of will be with us for a long time and
nuclear attack. we may as well get use to living with

it.

Irm not at all worried about I Just don't know about this problem.
someone pushing the wrong button
at the wrong time.

I_
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TABLE 6

PEACE AND DEFENSE TYPES:
MEAN DIFFERENCES IN BELIEF ARRAYS

FOR 1961 AND 1962 IN CATEGORIES OF STATEMENTS

General Categories Type
Nc. of
Items A B C D E

After effects 4 +.571 +.153 +.040 -.123 -.356

Cooperate b -.071 +.136 -.057 +.135 t.094

Less fear cf war 8 -,276 -.048 -.071 -.046 -.275

kttack/Not attack 3 +.062 -.295 -.230 +.257 -1.111

Passive Indifference 3 -. C32 -. 149 +,461 +.378 +.233

Military Preparati 3 -1,212 +.121 -.243 +.569 -.032

Civil Defense Prepara- 2 -1.719 -.198 +.408 -",58 +.364
tion

Disturbed--someone elso 3 +1.142 -.240 +.023 -.019 -.257

solve problem

Trust in gov't iealars 2 -1.346 +.240 -.607 -.494 -.379

Other 2 +.750 -.147 +.043 +.231 t.453

4 : more accoptod
- : ore rejected

*-
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TABLE 7

CHANGES IN PEACE AND DEFENSE TYPES FOR
INDIVIDUALS FROM 1961 TO 1962

Original Peace and Defense ChanpeA to Type in 1962

Type in 1961 A B C D r NA

Type_ No. of Individuals

A 14 7 3 0 4 0 0

B 48 4 33 1 9 1 0

C 8 1 0 6 0 0 1

D 21 2 7 0 11 0 1

E 10 1 6 0 0 2 1

NA 3 0 0 1 0 0 2

Total of Types in 1962 15 49 8 24 3 5

NA N-t Aosi~nod

TABLE 6

CORRELATIONS BETWLN THE D_'sREE TO WHIC1 SU3JECTS
WERE LIKE LAHi OF THE FIVE PEACE AND DErtNSC TYPEI IN

DECEMBER 1961 AMOD JUNE 1962

Type A C D E

A .73 .35 .27 .33 .21

3 .24 .70 .06 .22 .4

Decamber C .27 .24 .5I .09 .11
1961

D .46 .19 .22 .61 .21

E .26 .51 -.03 .15 .57
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TABLE 1

BOOKLET READERSHIP ID NUMBER OF CHILDREN AT HOME
(Frequencies Are Reported in the Table)

Number of children
living at home:

Booklet One or

Readership None hore TOTAL

Non-readers 21 35 56

Readers 9 40 49

TOTAL 30 75 105

TABLE 2

BOOKLET READXERSHIP *ND
TALKING ABOUT CIVIL DEFENSE WITH OTHERS

In the past few months,
have you talked to any-
one about civil defense?

Booklet No or
Readership Don't Know Yes TOTAL

Non-readers 46 10 56

Readers 30 19 49

TOTAL 76 29 105

TABLE 3

BOOKLE1 £AEADERSHIP ,ND NOTICING THINGS
IN 4GAZINES ABOUT CIVIL DEFENSE

In the past few months, have you
nc~tced anything in magazines about
civil defense or fallout shelters?

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -Booklet No or
Readership Don't Know Yes TOTAL

Non-readers 38 18 56

Readers 23 26 49

TOTAL 61 44 105
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TABLE 4

BOOKLET READERSHIP *'ND GETTING
OTHER CIVIL DEFENSE INFORMTION

Have you gotten any other
information about civil

defense or fallout shelters?

Booklet No or

Readership Don't Know Yes TOTAL

Non-readers 36 20 56

Readers 18 31 49

TOTAL 54 51 105

T,'BLE 5

BOOKLET READERSHIP ,ND PERCEIVED
CHANGE INDEX OF WORLD SITULTION

Change Index

BookIet Sees World Does Not See

Readership Changing World Changing TOTAL

Non-readers 43 13 56

Readers 23 26 49

TOTAL 66 39 105
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TABLE 6

Average Shifts in the "Information
Gain" Statement Category for:

+ - change toward information gain
- - change toward information loss

Did you receive a copy
of the bulletin?

If yes above, did you read it?

Initial
Position M ean

NO, YESj YES,-YES YES,
NO NO IN PART YES

High -08.90 01.57 -04.22 -02.55
(N 1 10) (N : 07) (N z 09) (N z 11)

Medium -00.71 02.17 00.88 09.00
(N = 14) (N : 06) (N : 08) (N z 07)

Low 00.56 04.00 -01.00 16.33
(14 : 09) (N = 10) (N : 05) (N = 09)

Total -2.85 2.73 -1.63 6.74

Total overall shift 1.10

TABLE 7

Average Shifts in th,: "Shelter
Acceptance" Statement Category for:
+ -chrnge toward greater acceptance
- =change toward less acceptance

Did you receive a copy

of the bulletin?

If yes above, did you read it?

Initial
Position Mean

NO, YES, YES, YES YES,
NO NO IN PART YES

High -01.44 -04.83 -04.00 -04.80
(N z 09) (N : 06) (N : 08) (N 10)

Medium -00.33 03-50 06.60 -02.22
(N : 15) (N 2 06) (N 3 05) (N :0 9)

Low 00.67 08.00 03.33 05.13
(N : 09) (N x it) (N : 09) (V: 0 6)

Total -.36 3.4b 1.41 -1.00
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TABLE 8

Average Shifts in the "Religious
Fatalism' Statement Category for:
+ = change toward more fatalism
. = change toward less facalism

Did you receive a copy
of the bulletin?

If yes above, did you read it?

Initial
Position Mean

NO, YES, YES, YES YES,
NO NO IN P.- RT YES

High 01.20 -02.00 -08.25 -03.89

(N : 10) (N = 07) (N = 08) (N : 09)

Medium 01.00 -03.00 -05.0 00.25
(N = 10) (s : 06) (N = 05) ,N = 12)

Low 04.31 01.90 -0W.56 02.50
(N : 13) (N : 10) (1 = 09) (N : 06)

Total 2.36 -.57 -4.37 -.63

Total overall shift : -.46

TABLE 9

Average Shifts in the "Pessimismn-Optimism
on Civil Defense Matters" Statement Category for:

+ - change toward greater pessimism
- - chan ;e toward greater optimism

Did you receive a copy

of the bulletin?

If yes above, did you read it?

Initial
Position Mean

N0, YES, YES, YES YES,
NO NO IN PART YES

High -02.82 -03.20 -06.17 -01.30
(N : 11) (N : 10) (N : 06) (N = 10)

Medium 01.27 01.89 00.17 -01.57
(N : 11) (N : 09) (N : 06) (N : 07)

Low 02.64 02.00 03.20 04.20
(N : 11) (N :04) (N o10) (N X 10)

Total .36 -.30 -.18 .68

Total overall shift : .18
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TABLE 10

Average Shifts in the "Civil Defense is
Government's Responsibility" Statement Category for:

+ - change toward more acceptance
- - change toward less acceptance

Did you receive a copy
of the bulletin?

If yes above, did you read it?

Initial
Position 112an

NO, -YES, YES, YES YES,

NO NO IN PART YES

High -03.45 -03.50 -03.89 -00.50
(N = 11) (N 2 06) (N = 09) (N = 10)

Medium .00.85 00.00 -00.71 -04.50
(N z 13) (N = 08) (N 07) (N = 06)

Low 03.00 03.22 04.50 00.82

(N = 09) (N = 09) (N = 06) (N =11)

Total .00 .35 -.59 -.85

Total overall shift -.27

TABLE 11

Avcrage Shifts in the "Active-Passive Concern
on Civil Defense Matcers". Statement Category for:

+ . change toward more activeness
- = change toward more passiveness

Did you receive a copy
of the bulletin?

If yes above, did you read it?

Initial
Position Mean

NO, YES, YES, YES YES,
NO NO IN PART YES

Iih -03.09 -03.29 -03.57 -02°71
(H4: 11) (N = 07) (N : 07) (N z 07)

Medium -OZ.5. -03.75 -01.56 -02.46
(h r.11) (N : 08) (N : 09) (N 4 13)

. 03.O0 02.00 03.33 05.57
(N: I ) (N : 08) (N 2 04) (N : 07)

Total -. 8 -1.61 -.87 -.44

Total overall shift " -.92
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TABLE 12

Average Shifts in the "Community vs
Private Shelters" Statement Category for:
+ = change toward liking Communit better
- = change toward liking Private better

Did you receive a copy

of the bulletin?

If yes above, did you read it?

Initial
Position Mean

NO, YES, YES, YES YES,
NO NO IN PART YES

High -02.92 -00.80 -01.67 -01.00
(N 13) (N - 10) (N : 09) (N : 07)

Medium 00.08 01.20 01.22 00.78
(N 12) (N : 05) (N = 09) (N = 09)

Low 01.13 01.38 04.50 01.45
(N : 08) (N : 08) (N : 04) (N- 11)

Total -.85 .39 .63 .59

Total overall shift : .102

TABLE 13

Average Shifts in the "Perceived Government
Confusion on Civil Defense" Statement Category for:

+ = change toward more confusion
- * change tow-rd less confusion

Did you receive a copy
of the bulletin?

If yes above, did you read it?

Initial
Position Mean

NO, YES, YES, YES YES
NO NO IN PART YES

High -00.70 -01.44 -01.67 -03.40
(N a 10) (N : 09) (N : 09) (N : 05)

Medium 00.60 -00.75 -00,17 -00.17
(N : 1O) (N : 12) (N : 06) (N : 12)

Low 01.85 02.50 01.29 02.40
(N : 13) (Na C ) (N v 07) (N : 10)

Total .70 -.74 -.32 .18

Total overall shift : .037


